If a hyperoperation is weak associative then every greater hyperoperation, defined on the same set, is also weak associative. Using this property, the set of all Hv-groups with a scalar unit, defined on a set with three elements is determined.
for other H~-structures can be given, so one can define H~-rings, Hv-fields, H~-vector spaces and so on. For example:
A hyperstructure (K, +, ") is called Hv-field if (cf.
[5]): (i) ( + ), (.) are WASS hyperoperations, (ii) the reproduction axiom is valid for ( + ), (iii) (.) is weak distributive with respect to ( + ), i.e. for all x, y, z in K we have x(y + z)nxy + xz ~ O, (x + y)znxz + yz ~ O, (iv) the quotient by the fundamental relation 7*, i.e. K/7*, is a field. The motivating structure to introduce the H~-structures was the quotient of a group by any equivalence relation. A number of examples for H~-structures have already appeared in various topics as in geometry, cryptography and so on [3] .
H~-structures on a set
In a set H with n elements, one can define (2 n -1) n2 non-degenerate hyperoperations so this is the number of hypergroupoids defined on H. On the set of those hypergroupoids we can give the following partial order: Definition 2.1 (Vougiouklis [3] ). A hyperoperation (') is called smaller than the hyperoperation ( * ), and written as • ~< *, iff there is an fs Aut(H, *) such that xy ~f(x*y) for all x,y in H.
We can also say, that (-) is contained in (*) or (*) is greater than (.). This definition was introduced for Hv-groups in [3] , and it is a generalization of the one in [7] .
From this definition the following it is obvious, but important.
Theorem 2.2. If a hyperoperation is WASS (respectively COW) then every greater hyperoperation on the same set is also WASS (resp. COW).
Note that this theorem it is not true for the hypergroups is the sense of Marty. Definition 2.3. A Hv-group is called Hb-group if it contains an operation which defines a group. In the reverse case, given a group, every greater hyperoperation defines a Hv-group or more precisely a Hb-group.
In a given hypergroupoid, it is laborious to check the WASS. In the following, some properties are presented to reduce the cases of the triples of elements for which one needs to check the WASS. 
Proof. Let x = e; then (ey)z ~ yz and e(yz) ~ yz, so (ey)zne(yz) ~ O.
Similarly, one checks the other cases. []
On the set H= {e, a, b}
Quasi-hypergroup is called a hypergroupoid (H,') if the reproduction axiom is valid, i.e. hH = Hh = H for all h e H. In [3] it is proved that all the quasi-hypergroups with two elements are Hv-groups. It is also proved that up to the isomorphism there are exactly 18 different Hv-groups. In this paragraph we find all H~-groups with three elements which contain a scalar unit element e. Therefore, the set of all Hv-groups defined on the set H = {e, a, b} up to the isomorphism is determined. Notice that the number of all hypergroupoids (non-degenerate) with a unit element, on a set with three elements, is (23 -1) 4 = 2.401. and then find all the fours, of non-empty subsets of H, in the place of the four (1, 2, 3, 4), such that the reproduction axiom and the WASS are valid.
In the set H only one automorphism can be defined:
f:e~--,e, a~-+b. 1  2  4  3  , take the table  3  4  2  1 and then replace a by b and b by a. The result is the isomorphic Hv-group to the first one.
Theorem 3.2. Let H = {e, a, b} be a set with three elements. Consider the set ql of all quasi-hypergroups (H,. ) defined in H, with e to be the scalar unit. Then the subset of all with all not WASS quasi-hypergroups is described as follows: Denote by a four (aa, ab, ba, bb) the only one product needed to be defined. Then the fours which are not WASS, with the corresponding isomorphic to them fours, are the following:
(e, {e, b}, {e, b}, a) ~ (b, {e, a}, {e, a}, e), (e, {e, b}, H, a) ~ (b, H, {e, a}, e),
(e, H, {e, b), a) ~ (b, {e, a}, H, e),
({e,b}, e, a, {e,a}) ~ ({e,b}, b, e, {e,a}), ({e,b}, e, a, H) ~ (H, b, e, {e,a}), ({e, b}, e, {a, b}, {e, a}) ~, ({e, b}, {a, b}, e, {e, a}), ({e, b}, e, {a,b},H) ~ (H, {a,b},e, {e,a}),   ({e,b}, {e,b}, a, {e,a}) ~ ({e,b}, b, {e,a}, {e,a}),   ({e, b}, {e,b}, a, H) ~ (H, b, {e,a}, {e,a} Proof. To prove this theorem the following algorithm was applied: In position 1 of the four (1, 2, 3, 4) , the sets {e}, {a}, {b}, {e, a}, {e, b}, {a, b} and H, were consequently put. Then for each case, positions 2, 3, 4 were completed in order to obtain small hyperoperations such that the reproduction axiom is valid. In each case it was checked if the WASS was valid taking into account Remarks 2.6. If the WASS was valid, then the result was considered a 'minimal' Hv-group. If the WASS was not valid, then the sets in positions 2, 3, 4 were enlarged by adding new elements. Again the WASS was checked and this algorithm was continued. The procedure was stopped if the WASS was valid. In each result, whether it was WASS or not, the isomorphic, reproductive, hyperoperation was obtained and they were used in the next steps. In each enlargement of the hyperoperations it was checked if a WASS hyperoperation from the ones obtained previously, was already contained. The results are the ones written in the theorem. [] Within the same procedure the following, 'complement', theorem is proved. A H~-group is called minimal if it contains no other H~-group defined on the same set H. For a given Hv-group, not minimal, one can remove an element from one product xy, with x,y e H, and then to check if the remaining hyperproduct gives a Hv-group. So a series can be obtained, and ifH is finite, leads to a minimal Ho-group. Therefore, the above set of fours, is the set of minimal ones of all Ho-groups with three elements which have a scalar unit. The Hv-group Ms has H/fl*= {{e}, {a}, {b)}, so it has three elements in the fundamental group. The no-group M~ has H/fl* = ((e, a}, {b}}, so it has two elements in the fundamental groups. The rest of the minimals have one element in the fundamental group. Remark 3.5. The Hv-group M~ is a very thin hypergroup, see I-7] . There is also the very thin Ho-group of the second kind. This has the four (e, b, b, H) and contains the M~.
The other very thin Ho-groups can be obtained from the group Ms by setting in one of the positions 1,2,3 or 4 greater subsets. These are Ho-groups and, under the isomorphism, we have the fours: ({e,b},e,e,a), ({a,b},e,e,a), (H,e,e,a),   (b,{e,a},e,a), (b,{e,b},e,a), (b,H,e,a) .
Therefore, in the set of all H~-groups on H = (e, a, b}, there are exactly 8 very thin hypergroups.
Remark 3.6. From the minimals only the M8 and M10 are not COW. Enlarging them, one can obtain only two more non-COW in the set H = {e, a, b}. Therefore, in the set of all Hv-groups in H, with e scalar unit, there are only four non-COW Hv-groups: the M9, M10 and (H, {e,a}, b,H), (H, b, {e,a}, H) .
